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Professional Statement 

 

I am an information Technology major and a rising senior at Winston Salem State 

University, I feel as if I have the determination and very valid mindset to rise within a computing 

company. I love meeting new individuals. I am very open minded to new ideas and can adapt to 

many situations given to me. I love dealing with problem solving situations and I love to work in 

groups and combine different ideas. I also was in love with the electronics since I was little since 

being a youth playing the video game then as I got older wondering how was the development of 

gaming and electronics were established and from the bottom up it was the idea of computing 

and at the age of 13, I was  introduced to binary coding in which I was introduced from my 

father learning how the computer functions the way it does and answers the questions and find 

resources the way it does is all through coding and numbers in which caught my attention.From 

high school courses to college courses my knowledge of computer language increased 

dramatically in which the first computer coding application I was introduced to was Javascript in 

which found really interesting and I thought that process was so astonishing because my teacher 

really showed us the tools to where we can code just about anything and that's when I knew 

when i wanted to be an information technology major.The second language I was introduced to 

is Visual Studio’s in which is my favorite because we were actually coding into figures being 

made like coding into making the program outcome the idea of a smiley face just exciting 

experiments in which I love. Overall what separates me from other individuals is my drive and 

work ethic I’m careless on time I will work on a particular project until it is finished and done 



correctly , knowing everything can’t be perfect I try to perfect all of my attributes because I am 

somewhat competitive but i am competitive just to be great and to achieve.As My senior year is 

coming to  an end am currently working on perfecting my craft in python and different types of 

pythons and also learning and practicing repeatedly on HTML coding just trying to learn as 

much as possible to further out my future so ian be prepared for any and everything that any 

company has to offer me. 


